We report on a theoretical study of collective electronic excitations in single-layer antimony crystals (antimonene), a novel two-dimensional semiconductor with strong spin-orbit coupling. Based on a tight-binding model, we consider electron-doped antimonene and demonstrate that the combination of spin-orbit effects with external bias gives rise to peculiar plasmon excitations in the mid-infrared spectral range. These excitations are characterized by low losses and negative dispersion at frequencies effectively tunable by doping and bias voltage. The observed behavior is attributed to the spin-splitting of the conduction band, which induces interband resonances, affecting the collective excitations. Our findings open up the possibility to develop novel plasmonic and optoelectronic devices with high tunability, operating in technologically relevant spectral range.
The growing field of plasmonics continues to gather attention from the material science community. Collective oscillations of electron density provide a way to couple indecent electromagnetic radiation to matter, which enables one to confine and enhance local field inside the material, essentially turning optical signal to electrical. Their practical use is diverse and depends on the desirable frequency region. The related fields include biosensing, light harvesting, optical thermal heating, lasers, photodetection and others [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Mid-infrared (IR) wavelengths is especially attractive spectral range as it offers a large set of unique and technologically relevant applications [8] .
Among the diversity of plasmonic materials twodimensional (2D) structures stand out as especially appealing candidates for plasmonics [9] [10] [11] [12] . For example, graphene, the most known 2D material, exhibits in many ways unique optoelectronic properties, showing high energy confinement and large tunability [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Intensive research has also been focused on other two-dimensional materials. Among them are transition-metal dichalcogenides and black phosphorus [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . The former exhibits plasmon resonances in the visible and near ultraviolet ranges, while the latter demonstrates strongly anisotropic optical properties, which makes it suitable for hosting hyperbolic plasmons [30] . On the other hand, emerging 2D materials with magnetic degrees of freedom [31, 32] open up another exciting direction in the field of nanoplasmonics [33] .
In this work, we study plasmon excitations in electrondoped single-layer antimony (SL-Sb), a recently fabricated 2D semiconductor with remarkable environmental stability [34, 35] , and presumably high carrier mobility [36] . Electronic structure of SL-Sb is strongly influenced by the spin-orbit interaction (SOI) [37, 38] , which presumes additional functionalities and control. We find * d.a.prishchenko@urfu.ru that under application of the gate voltage, electron-doped SL-Sb demonstrates unusual low-loss plasmonic excitations in the mid-IR region. The observed excitations are characterized by negative dispersion at small wavevectors, and turn out to be highly tunable by either bias potential or charge doping. The effect mainly originates from the SOI-induced spin-splitting of the conduction band, resulting in the interband resonances, significantly affecting the dielectric response.
Antimonene has a hexagonal A7-type crystal structure (space group D 3 3d ) with the lattice parameter a=4.12 A and two sublattices displaced vertically by b=1.65 A [38] . SL-Sb is predicted to be an indirect gap semiconductor with the gap in the near-IR range [39] . The electronic structure of SL-Sb can be accurately described over a wide energy range using a tight-binding (TB) model proposed in Ref. 38 . The model is defined in the basis of p orbitals and explicitly takes into account SOI. In the presence of a vertical bias the corresponding Hamiltonian has the following form:
where c † iσ (c jσ ) is the creation (annihilation) operator of electrons with spin σ (σ ) at orbital i (j), z i is the zcomponent of the position operator of the orbital i, t σσ ij is the spin-dependent matrix of hopping integrals, V is bias voltage applied to the upper and lower planes of the system, and d is the vertical displacement between the sublattices [ Fig. 1(d)] . Fig. 1(a) shows energy dispersion and density of states (DOS) of the conduction states of SL-Sb. The conduction band minimum is located at a low-symmetry Σ-point (C 2v point group) along the Γ-M direction of the Brillouin zone, forming six ellipsoidal valleys around the zone center. In the presence of a vertical bias (or perpendicular static electric field), the spin degeneracy is lifted as arXiv:1808.02619v1 [cond-mat.mtrl-sci] 8 Aug 2018 a result of inversion symmetry breaking [40] . The resulting spin splitting is shown in Fig. 1(b) , which reaches 0.1 eV at the bias voltage V = 1 eV. The corresponding Fermi energy contours are shown in Fig. 1(c) , where projections on the opposite spin directions is shown by color. The splitting of electron states in SL-Sb is different from the Rashba splitting typical to narrow gap 2D electron gas, but rather resembles exchange splitting in the ferromagnets [41] . Indeed, the expectation value of the spin operator projected to the direction perpendicular to
shows that the two states within each valley correspond to the opposite (±h/2) spin projections [see Fig. 1(c) ]. In contrast to ferromagnets, time reversal symmetry is preserved in biased SL-Sb, leading to zero net magnetization.
The combination of a gate-controlled band splitting and finite DOS at the Fermi energy achievable by doping opens up the possibility to tune plasmonic resonances in SL-Sb, which is of interest for practical applications. To investigate optical properties of SL-Sb we first calculate frequency-dependent dielectric matrix (q) ij (ω). To this end, we use the random phase approximation assuming no dielectric background (free-standing sample):
where 2πe 2 /qS is the long-wavelength approximation of the bare Coulomb interaction density in 2D, and Π (q) σσ (ω) is the polarizability matrix. For the purpose of our study it is sufficient to ignore local field effects related to the orbital degrees of freedom, while the effects of the spin subsystem turn out to be important. Using the definition given above, the spectrum of plasma excitations is determined by the equation det[
is the damping factor, and
is the plasma frequency. In the spinor basis, the polarizability can be defined as [42] :
where
iσm is the contribution of the ith orbital w R iσ (r) with spin σ to the Hamiltonian eigenstate ψ
−1 is Fermi-Dirac occupation factor, µ is the chemical potential determined by the carrier concentration n, and η is a broadening term. In our calculations, we used T = 300 K, η = 5 meV, and two representative values of electron doping, n = 10 To understand the extent to which one can tune the optical properties of SL-Sb, we calculate the plasmon loss function L(q, ω) = Im(1/det[ (q) σσ (ω)]), and study its behavior with respect to the carrier doping and external potential strength. The results are presented in Fig. 2 , which also shows boundaries of the particle-hole continuum, ω (q) 0 . In the absence of external potential electron occupy the bottom of a single parabolic band with no interband transition allowed [see Fig. 1(a) ]. In this situation, optical response is determined by the plasma oscillations of nonrelativistic 2D electron gas, for which one has ω 2 p ≈ an|q|+bE F q 2 , where a and b are constants, and E F is the Fermi energy [43] . The corresponding loss function for n = 10 13 and 10 14 cm −1 is shown in Figs. 2(a) and (c), from which one can see a "classical" √ q plasmon dispersion at low frequencies. At ω (q) p < ω (q) 0 the plasmon dispersion enters single-particle excitation continuum and decays into electron-hole pairs. The energy scale of phonon excitations in SL-Sb lies in the far-IR region [40] , meaning the absence of phonon-plasmon resonances [44] in the relevant spectral range.
The plasmon spectrum changes drastically when we introduce external bias potential with magnitude 1 eV, see = max{E
Figs. 2(b) and (d).
In this case, a second ("optical") plasmon branch appears. The new branch has large spectral weight and lies in the mid-IR region, independently of the electron concentrations considered. These excitations have a peculiar parabolic-like negative dispersion at small q. Their origin is related to the SOI-mediated splitting of the conduction band [ Fig. 1(b) ] allowing for the interband transitions, reminiscent to that in bilayer graphene [44, 45] . The frequency of the excitations at small q can be effectively tuned by gate voltage, as it is shown in Fig. 3 . Depending on the level of electron doping (10 13 or 10 14 cm −2 ), one can smoothly tune ω p (q → 0) from 0 to 0.3 (or 0.5) eV by applying bias voltage in the range up to 1 eV. In all cases relevant excitations lie above the Landau damping region (ω p > ω 0 ), indicating fully coherent plasmon modes. On the contrary, "classical" plasmon mode in biased SL-Sb falls inside the particle-hole continuum, and turns out to be essentially damped. As a consequence of the Kramers-Kronig sum rule [46] , the entire spectral weight at long wavelengths is transferred to the "optical" mode. We note that further tunability toward lower frequencies can be achieved by the dielectric substrate (not considered here).
To gain further insights into the origin of plasma excitations in SL-Sb, we analyze effective dielectric functions This solution is known as the "acoustic" plasmon mode corresponding to out-of-phase charge density oscillations observed in 2D materials with finite thickness, including bilayer graphene [47] , transition metal dichalcogenides [48] , and phosphorene [49] . Similar to the other systems, this mode is strongly damped as it lies in the particlehole continuum. If we introduce bias potential [ Fig. 4(b) ], eff (ω) exhibits a discontinuity at ω = ω 0 (V ), and has the characteristic shape typical to a conductor with resonant scatterers [50] ,
where l denotes different scattering channels, which in our case can be associated with intraband and interband transitions. Eq. (4) allows for the existence of plasmons with negative dispersion if there is l for which ∂ω 2 0,l /∂q < 0. As can be seen from Figs. 2(b) and (d), this condition is fulfilled in biased SL-Sb at q < ∼ 0.02 A −1 , which coincides with the region of negative plasmon dispersion. Apart from this prominent solution, there is an overdamped plasmon mode at frequencies close to the interband resonance [ Fig. 4(b) ], while the "acoustic" branch turns out to be fully suppressed at large enough V .
Plasmon excitations with negative dispersion is uncommon but not unique phenomenon. It was first appeared in the context of bulk Cs crystal [51] , but was further observed in other materials [52, 53] . Negative dispersion is associated with negative group velocity, indicating negative energy flux. This phenomenon gives rise to an intriguing subfield of nanoplasmonics with a number of exotic optical effects including negative refraction index [54] [55] [56] . The fact that the corresponding frequencies in SL-Sb fall in the technologically relevant spectral range make this system prospective for further experimental studies. Plasmons in 2D systems can be accessed by a variety of methods, including electron energy-loss spectroscopy [13] , IR optical measurements [15] , and scanning probe microscopy [17] , performed earlier for graphene. High tunability of plasmon excitations in SL-Sb offered by the strong SOI is another appealing aspect to be explored in the context of nanoplasmonic applications.
To conclude, we theoretically studied optoelectronic properties of SL-Sb at realistic electron concentrations by varying the applied gate voltage. In addition to the classical 2D plasmon, we find that SOI-induced spin splitting gives rise to a new lossless plasmon branch in the mid-IR region at frequencies highly sensitive to the bias voltage. Remarkably, the new excitations exhibit negative dispersion in a wide range of wavevectors. This behavior is attributed to the strong SOI and inversion symmetry breaking, as well as indicates an important role of the local field effects in the spin channel. Our findings suggest SL-Sb to be an appealing nanoplasmonic material with great gate-tunability, and paves the way for further experimental and theoretical studies in this field.
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